Spectralink VQO

Our Purpose is Crystal Clear

At Spectralink, we listen to our customers. In fact, listening is core to our business. It is the value of clear communication that is at the heart of our company and the technology of Spectralink Voice Quality Optimization—known as Spectralink VQO.

In the world of enterprise wireless communications—voice and data aren’t created equal. It takes profound expertise and advanced technology to achieve superior and reliable voice quality in these environments. This is where Spectralink VQO shines.

Making it Work

Spectralink Voice Quality Optimization, VQO, is an engineered system that delivers superior voice quality over in-building, enterprise Wi-Fi networks. The system is built of technology on the inside of each and every Spectralink device—and the knowledge and expertise of our partners and specialized system architects, on the outside.

Developed by highly trained, specialized Wi-Fi voice engineers, Spectralink VQO tightly links Spectralink’s ‘inside technology’ with the Wi-Fi infrastructure on the outside—through proprietary adaptive algorithms. It is the symbiotic relationship of the inside to the outside that ensures crystal clear, uninterrupted communications.

The Performance Process

Spectralink is the expert in in-building wireless communication and voice-quality—and with that expertise comes the promise to deliver performance. Each and every one of our solutions is offered with a Performance Promise and our commitment to you.

Benefits of Spectralink VQO:

- Superior and reliable voice quality for in-building Wi-Fi networks
- Expert design and integration
- Extensive and verified Wi-Fi partners
- Crystal clear communications while on the move